Mini Mesh Task Chair
Size: 620mm Wide x 595mm Deep x 945mm High
Features:
- Adjustable Arms
- Seat Lock
- Tilt Mechanism & Adjustable Tension
- Pneumatic Seat height adjustment
- Multiple Tilt lockable
- 120kg Weight capacity
Colours/ Fabric: Black Mesh back, Black Polyester Fabric Seat pad with Polished Alloy Base and Nylon
castors
Warranty: 5 Years Commercial Warranty

Cleaning:
Vinyl/ mesh/ plastic parts: Use warm water on a cloth (only/or with) mild soap, then gently wipe into fabric or finish
to clean. Then dampen another cloth with water only to wipe any soap residue. Finally, wipe off with dry cloth.
Upholstered Fabric: Keep upholstered furniture out of direct sunlight as fabrics might fade. Vacuum both seat and
back surfaces weekly (in order to wear evenly). We recommend applying scotch guard on some fabrics to help repel
spots and stains. Wipe up any spills and spots as soon as you see them with a damp cloth (with warm water)
Spot cleaning: Treat all stains as soon as possible using cleaning agents in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions.
Polished Aluminum: Polished aluminium may develop a soft patina over time and lose some of its shine. To restore
(or maintain) the polished finish a metal polishing product may be used to buff the surface. There are various
products available to do this. Most of these products will provide a moderate degree of cleaning and or surface
restoration. To remove scratches and some more serious discolouration we recommend the use of a stronger cutting
compound such as "Autosol". This is a paste that is applied with a soft cloth and then polished off. The polishing cloth
will go black as it cuts through the surface aluminium. "Autosol" can be available at many hardware and auto supply
stores and is very effective.
Bolts/ Hand wheels/ Levers/ Castors: At least every 4 months, check all bolts, screws and knobs to make sure they
are tight. Do not use products unless all bolts, screws and knobs are firmly secured. If parts are missing, broken,
damaged or worn, stop use of this product until repairs are made. Failure to follow these warnings could result in
serious injury & could void warranty.
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